We propose an analytic representation of completely antisymmetric basis states and the Hamiltonian matrix in a many-level shell model. §1. Introduction
§1. Introduction
In the jj-coupling shell model 1), 2) with multishell (or multilevel) states, one of the most important problems is to efficiently construct antisymmetric orthonormalized basis states and to calculate the Hamiltonian matrix. In the traditional method, we first construct orthonormalized antisymmetric states in each subshell (or level), usually by using the coefficients of fractional parentage (CFPs) for each level, and then we couple the states to a completely antisymmetric state. In this algorithm, the method to calculate the CFPs at each level has been established, 2) but the orthonormalization of all multilevel states is, in general, a rather troublesome procedure. 3) We need to carry out many steps of angular-momentum coupling and sometimes numerical orthogonalization of overcomplete sets of states. If we can apply this procedure in an analytic form, then we could analytically represent the Hamiltonian matrix. This would be convenient for numerical calculations in the shell model. The present paper is devoted to this purpose.
In §2 we introduce a new type of CFP to couple the orthonormalized basis states in each subshell (or level) to a completely antisymmetric state. In §3 we show how to analytically represent the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian using the new type of CFPs. Some concluding remarks are given in §4. §2. Formulation of a new type of CFP for a many-level shell model Let us consider N levels (or subshells) denoted by k = 1, 2, · · · , N. Hereafter we use "level" and "subshell" synonymously. The orthonormalized many-level shell model basis states are given by
coupled to the spin J k 1 , with the additional quantum number α k 1 . This n k 1 -particle state in the level k 1 is determined by the CFPs for this level. The formulation of the CFPs for a single level is well-established, 2) and their numerical calculation is quite simple. On the other hand, it is not so easy to orthogonalize all many-level states in a generalized formulation. To do this we introduce the following new type of CFPs. This represents a completely different concept from that involved in the CFPs for a single level.
Definition of new type of CFP
Let us introduce N kinds of "particles", b
, each of which is a boson or fermion, depending on whether the spin J k is integer or half-integer. We assume that the "particles" satisfy the following commutation relations:
We consider only a space in which every state vector contains either 0 or 1 "particle" of each kind. Let |0 represent the vacuum for the "particle". We define orthonormalized many-"particle" states as
3)
Hereafter, we adopt a phase convention under which every matrix element is of real value. We define a new type of CFP, (n − 1(i −1 ;
where
The number operator of the "particle" is given by
Therefore we have
From Eqs. (2 . 5) and (2 . 7) we obtain the orthonormality for the new type of CFPs as
Using the definition (2 . 4) and the orthonormality (2 . 8), we have
Thus we can construct a set of orthonormalized states {|n(
successively from lower-"particle" number states.
A method of obtaining the new type of CFP
The method of calculating the new type of CFPs is quite interesting. Using the relation (2 . 9) and the commutation relations (2 . 2), we have
Rewriting the second term on the right-hand side by using Eqs. (2 . 9) and (2 . 5), we have
where I = √ 2I + 1. Let us introduce the following quantities:
It should be noted that the operator P defined by Eq. (2 . 12) is a kind of projection operator satisfying P 2 = P . Then the relation (2 . 11) can be rewritten as
This relation (2 . 14) implies that the new type of CFPs should be elements of the orthonormalized eigenvectors of the matrix P (k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k n ; I) with eigenvalue 1. Namely, we can obtain the CFPs by diagonalizing the matrix P (k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k n ; I) and picking out only eigenvectors with eigenvalue 1. Each of these orthonormal eigenvectors corresponds to a different additional quantum number α.
Another type of orthonormality and a useful relation
In the space under consideration, the number of each kind of "particle" is 1 or 0. We therefore have 
for an arbitrary i in {k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k n }. Using the definition (2 . 4) and the orthonormality (2 . 17), we have
for an arbitrary i. By using this relation, we can successively construct a set of orthonormalized states from lower-"particle" number states.
Explicit solutions of the new type of CFP
Clearly, the representation of the new type of CFP is not unique. A column vector of the matrix P defined by Eq. (2 . 12) gives a set of solutions of the new type of CFP. Accordingly, we have the explicit representation presented below. Hereafter we use this representation of the new type of CFP.
We assign the letters i, j, k and l to the first, second, third and fourth "particle", respectively. Hence, there is only i in the case that the "particle" number n is 1, only i and j in the case n = 2, and so on.
For n = 3,
where the additional quantum number α can be defined by the spin I 1 .
For n = 4,
In this case the additional quantum numbers α 1 and α can be defined by the spin I 1 and a combination of the spins I and I , respectively.
We can obtain explicit forms of the new type of CFP for more than four "particles" (n ≥ 4), but the results become much more complicated. §3. Shell-model basis states and matrix elements of the Hamiltonian
The shell-model basis states
Let |nΓ αIK be an orthonormalized, antisymmetric shell-model basis state with n levels, i.e., |nΓ αIK = |j
Thus a basis state is specified by the following sets of quantum numbers:
(1) The fermion number in each level:
The additional quantum number in each level:
The spin in each level: The quantum numbers (1) - (3) are denoted by the single variable Γ :
We also use the following notation:
This indicates that the i-th element j
Let us introduce the following type of Kronecker's delta:
with the i-th element missing.
The orthonormalized shell-model basis states can be constructed by using the new type of CFPs discussed in the preceding section as
which satisfy the orthonormality
Putting the explicit expressions of the new type of CFPs into Eq. (3 . 6), we can obtain explicit forms of the shell-model basis states.
Explicit forms of the matrix elements
In order to calculate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian and the electric and magnetic transition operators, we must have the following types of reduced matrix elements. (Hereafter we omit n in the notation of the basis states |nΓ αIK for simplicity.)
Here c jm = (−) j−m c j−m , and the reduced matrix element of a spherical tensor operator T lm is defined by
It is very important to note that all the matrix elements of single-nucleon and nucleon-pair operators are written in a single term with the CFPs of individual levels, 6-j symbols and 9-j symbols only.
Matrix elements of the Hamiltonian
The shell model Hamiltonian consists of a single-particle Hamiltonian and interaction Hamiltonians, and the latter consists of neutron-neutron, proton-proton and neutron-proton interactions as follows: Since there are too many cases for the Hamiltonian matrix elements, we give here only two typical examples in the four-level case (n = 4); these four levels are denoted by the letters i, j, k and l, respectively. For j 1 = i, j 2 = j and j 3 = j 4 = k,
